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Abstract 

An experimental investigation was carried out to improve the performance of a counter-rotating type horizontal-axis 
tidal stream power unit. Front and rear blades were designed separately based on modified blade element momentum 
(BEM) theory, and their performances at different conditions of blade tip speed ratio were measured in a wind tunnel. 
Three different groups of blades were designed successively, and the results showed that Group3 possessed the highest 
power coefficient of 0.44 and was the most satisfactory model. This experiment shows that properly increasing diameter 
and reducing chord length will benefit the performance of the blade. 
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1. Introduction 
Renewable energy derived from tidal stream has been becoming increasingly popular in the 21st century as an acceptable substitute 

for conventional resources. Marine currents are primarily driven by the tides (i.e. tidal currents or tidal streams) which occur because of 
the variation in level of the surface of the sea caused by interaction of the gravitational fields of the Moon and to a lesser extent the Sun 
with the Earth [1]. Compared with fossil fuels and nuclear power, energy from tidal stream is provided with far less pollution and 
enhanced security level. In the meantime, the market for green energy is developing in various areas of the world, where tidal stream 
occupies an important position. A special advantage of tidal stream is that it’s predictable, which is beneficial to the reliability and 
efficiency of tidal turbines. The horizontal-axis tidal turbine, known as HATT, is one of the most important devices extracting energy 
from the tidal stream. 

In most cases so far, marine current turbine prototypes closely follow conventional wind turbine practice, with 2- or 3-bladed 
horizontal-axis rotors [2]. There exists some similarity between wind turbine and tidal turbine, but the difference of flow characteristics 
still requires special consideration. In order to improve the performance, the concept of counter-rotating emerged and was applied to 
tidal turbine. Compared with traditional ones with single rotor, the counter-rotating turbines with two co-axial rotors possess fruitful 
advantages [3]: 

(1) The output and relative rotational speed are sufficiently higher, and may be easy to cope with cavitation because its rotational 
speed decreases by half while the armature diameter and the induced voltage are the same as those of the traditional tidal turbine. 

(2) The rotational moment rarely acts on the pillar because the moments of both propellers/armatures are counter-balanced in the unit. 
(3) The flow has no swirling component behind the unit, because the swirling velocity component induced from the front propeller 

must be absorbed by the rear propeller. 
 As a result, the counter-rotating type horizontal tidal turbine is blessed with significant value and wide application foreground. 

Previously, some satisfactory results have been achieved from the investigations of counter-rotating type HATT. Kanemoto T etc. [4, 5] 
designed the ‘‘Counter Rotating Type Hydroelectric Unit” which was composed of the axial flow type tandem runners and the peculiar 
generator with the double rotational armatures. The unit was operated at the on-cam condition. Usui Y etc. [3, 6] applied experimental 
researches on the performances of counter-rotating tidal turbines with both mooring and pillar systems and investigated the effects of 
the propeller rotation on the sea surface. Huang B etc. designed a CFD model for the design of the counter-rotating type HATT which 
achieved good agreements with the experiment results [7], and developed an optimization method for blade pitch angles of the dual 
rotors both numerically and experimentally [8]. 

In this paper, different kinds of counter-rotating tidal turbine blades were designed by modified blade element momentum (BEM) 
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theory in order to get the performance improved. The experiment was conducted in the wind tunnel and the power coefficient was 
achieved under various blade tip speed ratios. 

2. Design methodology of counter-rotating tidal turbine 
Blade Element-Momentum (BEM) theory is one of the most commonly accepted methods for calculating induced velocities on 

wind turbine blades [9, 10, 11]. It is composed of two separate theories, momentum theory and blade element theory. Momentum 
theory refers to a control volume analysis of the forces at the blade based on the conservation of linear and angular momentum. 
Blade element theory refers to an analysis of forces at a section of the blade, as a function of blade geometry. Figure 1 shows 
detailed information about the velocity and force distribution of single blade element. 

 
Figure 1 Force and velocity distribution for single blade element 

 
 Where, a is axial velocity reduction factor representing the fractional decrease of flow velocity from the free stream to the blade 
plane, so the flow velocity in the rotor plane is U(1-a), and b is tangential velocity reduction factor representing the influence of 
the annular torque exerted by the rotor on the flow. The flow behind the rotor rotates oppositely with the angular velocity ω, and 
the relative tangential velocity of the flow in the rotor plane is rΩ(1+b), where b=ω/2Ω . 

The axial force and the angular momentum acting on the flow stream which are derived from momentum theory are shown in 
eq. (1) and eq. (2) respectively. 

                              drr)a1(a4UdT 2 π−r=                                        (1) 

                                 drrU)a1(b4dQ 3Ωπr−=                                       (2) 
The axial force and the angular momentum acting on the blade element which is derived from momentum theory is shown in 

eq. (3) and eq. (4) respectively. 
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The forces and moments derived from momentum theory and blade element theory must be equal, so we can get eq. (5) and eq. 
(6) as follows: 
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Where ϕ+ϕ= sinCcosCC dlN , ϕ−ϕ= cosCsinCC dlT , CN is axial force coefficient and CT is tangential force coefficient. 

The equations are solved by iterative computation until a and b get converged values considering blade tip losses, then the flow 
condition can be obtained, which will be integrated over all the blades to predict the performance of the entire rotor. 

But for the case of counter-rotating turbines, the flow conditions become more complicated as a result of the existence of the 
rear blade, as shown in Fig.2. There are more unknown variables than equations, and the blade element momentum theory must be 
modified. Considering the practical situations, the modifications can be made under certain assumptions:  

(1) The distance between the front rotor and the rear rotor is negligible, which means the two rotors can be treated as one 
actuator disk. 
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(2) The swirl caused by the front rotor is removed by the rear rotor, leaving tangential inflow factor to be zero at the rear rotor 
exit. 

(3) The axial thrust loadings on the two rotors are supposed to be equal.  

   
(a) Front blade               (b) Rear blade 

Figure 2 Detailed information of force and velocity for the counter-rotating blades 
 

For the front rotor, the blade only experiences half of the total axial force caused by the flow, so the axial momentum equation 
will be changed to: 

 
2

C
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                                      (7)  

And for the rear rotor, because the swirl is removed, the tangential relative velocity becomes Ωr , and the tangential equation 
will be changed to: 

4
C

sincosb Ts=ϕϕ                                       (8) 

3. Experimental instrumentation and procedure 
One front blade (F) and three different rear blades (R1, R2 and R3) were designed using elements interpolated from three 

kinds of hydrofoils which were shown in Fig.3. The structure of the blades were shown in Fig.4. 

 
Figure 3 Hydrofoils used in this research 
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(a) Front blade (F)                     (b) Rear blade (R1)                      

 
(c) Rear blade (R2)                      (d) Rear blade (R3)                      

Figure 4 Blade profiles of the test model 
 

The instrumentation is composed of the test model, the control system and the measurement system. For the test model, the 
blades are attached to a cone hub with a base diameter of 90 mm and were fixed by bolts so that the blade pitch angle can be 
adjusted conveniently. The hub is divided into three parts, as shown in Fig.6, to allow the counter-rotating of the two co-axial 
rotors. The control system includes two motors with regenerative braking system. The front rotor was attached to the inner shaft 
which was connected to Motor 1 directly, whereas the rear rotor was attached to the outer shaft which was connected to Motor 2 
using a belt. Bolts were applied for axial fixation. The inner shaft and the outer shaft are concentric and are provided respectively 
with a measurement system including a torque detector and a rotation detector. 
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Figure 5 Photograph and of schematic experimental instrumentation 

 

 
Figure 6 Detailed structures of the hub 

 
The blower worked at the frequency of 36 Hz, and the wind speed was 10m/s which was measured by flow velocity probe.  

The values of wind speed, rotor’s rotating speed as well as rotor’s torque would be recorded only when the torque of the upstream 
rotor and the downstream rotor equaled each other. Finally the power coefficient CP was calculated as follow: 

3
P

AU
2
1

PC
r

=                                              (9) 

                                         
The torque detector Model SS-050 was produced by Ono Sokki, with torque measurement range of 5 Nm and minimum 

resolution of 0.001Nm. The accuracy is ±0.2% of full scale. The rotation detector MP-981, which was also produced by Ono 
Sokki, is able to measure the rotational speed from 0 to 20000 rpm with accuracy of ±0.02% of full scale. The flow velocity probe, 
testo 435, can detect the wind speed from 0.6 to 40 m/s with accuracy of ± (0.2 m/s +1.5% of measured value). The high-precision 
equipment is a guarantee of the experiment results. 

4. Results and discussion 
The experiment was divided into three groups: Group1 (Blade F and Blade R1), Group2 (Blade F and Blade R2) and Group3 

(Blade F and Blade R3). The torque was measured under the optimal blade pitch angles to get the best power coefficient. The 
results are as follows: 
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Figure 7 Blade pitch angels and performance of Group1 

 
From Fig.7 it can be found that the power coefficient curve possesses a parabolic shape and the largest value 0.40 occurs when 

tip speed ratio reaches 5.8, which is not very satisfactory. The TSR ranges from 4.6 to 7.8 where Cp exceeds 0.35, and ranges from 
3.3 to 9.7 where Cp exceeds 0.25. 

 
Figure 8 Blade pitch angels and performance of Group2 

 
In Group2 Blade R1 was replaced by Blade R2 whose diameter is 3%longer than that of Blade R1. When TSR reaches 5.9, Cp 

reaches the maximum value of 0.43 which was 7.5% higher than that of Group1. The TSR ranges from 3.8 to 8.6 where Cp 
exceeds 0.35 and ranges from 3 to 10 where Cp exceeds 0.25. The high performance range was significantly enhanced. 

 
Figure 9 Blade pitch angels and performance of Group3 

 
In Group3 Blade R2 was replaced by Blade R3 whose diameter is 8%longer than that of Blade R1. The maximum value of Cp 

reaches 0.44, when TSR reaches 5.8. The TSR ranges from 4.3 to 8.7 where Cp exceeds 0.35 and ranges from 3.3 to 10.2 when Cp 
exceeds 0.25.These areas are slightly smaller than those of Group2, but the area where Cp exceeds 0.4 is from 5.1 to 7.9 while in 
Group2 this area is from 4.5 to 7.5. So Group3 tends to operate efficiently at higher TSR than Group2. 

Figure 10 shows the summary of the performance of three groups. Group3 has the highest Cp value and relatively wide high 
performance range, which is the most satisfactory model. The rear blade in Group3 has the largest diameter and shortest chord 
length, which is beneficial to increasing the front face area and reducing weight. 
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Figure 10 Comparison of results from three groups 

5. Conclusion 
This paper deals with the performance improvement of counter-rotating type horizontal-axis tidal stream power unit. Three 

groups of blades were designed based on modified blade element momentum (BEM) theory, and their performances at different 
conditions of blade tip speed ratio were experimentally investigated. Group3 possesses the highest power coefficient and relatively 
wide high performance range, which is the most satisfactory result among all three groups. It can be concluded that properly 
increasing diameter and reducing chord length will benefit the performance of the blade. 
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Nomenclature 
A 
a 
b 
Cd 
Cl 
CN 
Cp 
CT 
dD 
dF 
dL 

rotor area 
axial velocity reduction factor 
tangential velocity reduction factor 
drag coefficient 
lift coefficient 
axial force coefficient 
power coefficient 
tangential force coefficient 
drag force 
total force 
lift force 

P 
r 
U 
V 
α 
𝛽𝛽 
r 

 
 

Ω 

power 
blade element radius 
mean flow speed 
relative velocity 
angle of attack 
section pitch angle 
fluid density 
rotor solidity 
angle of relative flow 
angular velocity of rotor 

Abbreviation 
BEM 
HATT 

blade element momentum 
horizontal-axis tidal turbine 

TSR tip speed ratio 
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